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Introduction
‘Parkside’ house, a former vicarage built in 1854 is located at SJ 832.208 to the east 
of Sellman street and just east of St Lawrence’s church in the village of Gnosall in 
Staffordshire.

In May 2002, magnetometry and resistivity geophysical surveys were carried out by 
Wolverhampton City College Field Archaeology course students and members of the 
Wolverhampton Archaeology Group (1).  The survey covered two areas, namely the 
higher ground at the side of the house known as the garden and the lower half at the 
front of the house known as the field.  The current excavation will be centred on the 
upper garden area.  An area of disturbance in the NW of the garden with a suggestion 
of two parallel lines of high resistance, a well and other anomalies together with a 
dwelling shown on the 1837 tithe map was chosen as a primary area of interest in our 
search for the 16

th
 Century vicars’ mansion built by Leonard Harcourt, the prebend of 

Sukers Hall.  The tithe map also shows buildings to the left of the modern driveway 
which may have been a barn to keep hay in for the horses (2).  A geophysical survey 
will be carried out in this area.

Geology and Topography
The land at the west side of Parkfield house is raised approximately 1.55metres above 
the level of Sellman street and gives the appearance of a raised platform which dips 
down towards the driveway.

Figure 1 Traverses across the garden

Sellman St
Drive
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Keuper Marl is the geological bedrock of the area with an overlay of glacial till and 
some pockets of sand.

Methodology
Prior to the start of excavation in late 2003, a survey of the grounds of Parkside was 
undertaken by Colin Merrony from Sheffield University and students from the City of 
Wolverhampton College Field Archaeology course, together with Wolverhampton 
Archaeology Group members.  

Figure 2 Colin Merrony takes a surveying course

The resulting site plan (prepared using Gnuplot) was rotated and translated slightly so 
that the site grid line at 100N ran along the line of the ha-ha and the site grid line 
100E ran through the TBM, designated TBM1 (Figure 3).  Its co-ordinates were, 
therefore 100E, 100N.  The height of TBM1 is 106.61m OD which was determined 
from the known benchmark on the north side of the west wall door of St Lawrence’s 
church.  Establishing the site grid on a well-established reference on the ground made 
laying out the site grid very easy.  The decision on where to place the excavation  
(Area1) was arrived at by overlaying the resistivity results onto an aerial photograph 
of the Parkside site (Figure 4). A second overlay of the 1837 tithe map was added 
using St Lawrence’s church and St Lawrence cottage as anchor points.  (Figure 5).
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Figure 3 Site plan.

Figure 4 Geophysics superimposed onto an aerial photograph
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Figure 5 Tithe map and geophysics superimposed onto an aerial photograph

It became apparent that the area to the NW of the garden near to the driveway had a 
significant amount of disturbance.  We then superimposed a suggested location for 
Area1 onto the geophysics (Figure 6).
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Figure 6 Geophysics superimposed over Area1 showing location relative to the 
Site Grid

It was aligned to pick up a possible well area in A, the start of the parallel lines in D 
and the other anomalies, possibly wall in B and C.  The area to be examined was 
between 130N to 140N and 70E to 80E.  Labelled pegs were laid out at 5 metre 
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intervals in this area to define the site grid.  With the site grid in place, strings were 
laid to outline the area of excavation.  This area was then divided into four 2.25 metre 
squares with 0.5 metre baulks left in place to facilitate access to the sections later.  
The excavation area resulting from this gave us Area1 (A1/A1), corner co-ordinates 
70E, 136N; 73.5E, 139.5N; 77E, 136N; 73.5E, 132.5N.

The four squares were labelled A (at73.5E, 132.5N), B, C, and D counting clockwise.  
A trench (A1/T1) was also opened looking for a well.  A brick visible in the lawn at 
site grid reference 76E, 131N was thought to mark the position of a well. 

It was suggested that the land had never been ploughed so it was decided to trowel the 
site from the surface to avoid missing any artefacts.

The spoil heap was located by the trees and was laid on tarpaulins.  A second TBM 
(TBM2, 105.01 metres OD) was set up at 70E, 140N which was more convenient for 
Area1.  The presence of overhead cables was noted and care was taken when carrying 
the staff.

Excavations

Trench 1

Initially, topsoil, context 100 was removed from an area 1x2 metres but was extended 
to 2x2 metres to chase the outline of the brick structure that appeared.  The co-
ordinates for this trench were 75.7E, 130N; 76.1E, 131.5N; 77.5E, 131.4N; 77.2E, 
129.7N.  It is understood that a cold frame was constructed over the site of a filled- in 
well in this area.  Pottery and pieces of slate were found outside the brick feature but 
nothing inside.  The brick frame was 4’6” square and the bricks were 9” x 4.25” x 
2.75”.  These post-date those of the house.  A sondage was dug in the SW corner of 
the cold frame through context 101 and came down to a concrete plinth 0.5 metres 
down (Figure 7), (RL 105.06 metres OD).

 Figure 7 Sondage in brick structure,  Trench 1
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This was possibly the capping stone for the well.  The trench was extended west by 
one metre to excavate outside the cold frame base to try to find evidence for a well 
below the plinth.  A horizontal excavation 46cm into the soil was dug out under the 
10cm concrete plinth.  Sand and cobbles were found, but no evidence for a well 
(Figure 8).

Figure 8 Trench 1. Sondage showing the start of the horizontal excavation.

A sondage dug at the SW corner of the extension revealed context 110 below 101 at a 
RL of 104.73 metres OD.  This may be natural.  A third sondage at the NE corner of 
the brick frame also came down onto the plinth.  It was thought to be too dangerous to 
undermine the plinth further so the trench was photographed and back-filled.

Area1

Area 1 was divided into four sections, A1/A1/A to A1/A1/D as described above.  

Sector A (A1/A1/A)

At 73.5E, 132.5N the resistivity survey showed a low-density area with some high-
density markings towards the NE and SW sides.  The topsoil was removed and 
context 101 was exposed.  Finds were numerous in the top of the layer but were fewer 
at the lower levels.  They included glass, nails, pipe stems and bowls, and pottery. A 
fine piece of green-glazed ware with finger hole decoration and black glazed ware 
with looped decoration were interesting finds near the surface.  A lump of mortar was 
found towards the S of the area with below it a hardened area running E to W 
diagonally cross the sector (Figure 9), context 104..  The top of the feature had a RL 
of 105.165 metres OD.  
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Figure 9 The Linear feature in A1/A1/A

The feature changed in composition half way along to context 109  (Figure 11).
An unfortunate find to the NE of the linear feature was a pigeon skeleton complete 
with a green plastic ring on its leg, which was not associated with a cut.  This may be 
used to help date the feature.  South of context 104 was evidence of degraded 
sandstone, designated context 107.  When 104 was removed, a modern silver foil cake 
case was found.  Context 105 was below  the linear feature 104/109. North and south 
of the feature, context 105 contains a rubble spread (context 106). 

A silver coloured screw top with a hole through suggestive of a salt cellar was found 
at the base of 109.  The area was cleared, photographed and planned (Figures 10, 11) 
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Figure 10 Photograph of A1/A1/A

Figure 11 Plan of A1/A1/A

The annotated plan is in the Appendix
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Sector B (A1/A1/B)

At 70E, 136N, the resistivity survey shows a high density area running diagonally N 
to S.  The topsoil and context 101 were similar to Sector A; more finds near the 
surface included pottery, glass, tile and bone.  A new context 102 was designated but 
later considered to be the same as 101.  An interesting find was a silver George V 
threepence coin dated 1912at 72.25E, 135.2N, RL 105.12 metres OD. A search made 
in this sector for a return wall to the linear feature in sector A was unsuccessful, none 
was found.  A hardened area with sandstone inclusions appeared to the south side of 
the trench followed by a diagonal line of rubble running N to S which fitted in well 
with the geophysical survey (Figure 12).

Figure 12 A1/A1/B and the geophysics

Areas of clay were found at the centre and west of the north side of the sector.  When 
cleaning back, the bones of a large bird, possibly a goose were found, together with a 
plaster layer at the west corner.  The sector was planned and photographed (Figure 13, 
14).
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Figure 13 Photograph of A1/A1/B

Figure 14 Plan of A1/A1/B

The annotated plan is in the Appendix
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Sector C (A1/A1/C)

At 73.5E, 139.5N shows a large high density area on the resistivity survey.  Finds 
include window glass, pottery, pipe stems etc. As previously, finds were greater near 
the surface.  The area became more interesting as the 101/105 interface was reached.  
A clay or compacted area appeared in the S corner and a dark brown area in the N 
corner.  The latter may have been due to a leaking tarpaulin, However, after allowing 
i t  to dry out over several weeks, and investigating further it turned out to be a 
hardened area designated context 108 with a soft infill of 101 at the leading edge 
(Figure 15)

Figure 15 A1/A1/C showing the N corner

The hardened area with sandstone inclusions found in sector B continued into sector C 
for about one third its length. A large rubble area alongside the wall adjoining 
A1/A1/B shows signs of burning  chunks of coal and a hard clay area that mirrors 
sector B. Slag was previously found in this sector in context 101.  A decorated floor 
tile 4.5 cm square, possibly made at Burton and 13

th
 to 14

th
 century in date together 

with a 4.5” x 2” brick protruded from context 105 amongst the rubble of the NW 
corner (Figure 16).
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Figure 16 A1/A1/C showing floor tile and brick in situ

The sector was planned and photographed (Figure 17).

Figure 17 Photograph of A1/A1/C
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Figure 18 Plan of A1/A1/C

The annotated plan is in the Appendix
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Sector D (A1/A1/D)

At 77E, 136N the geophysics survey shows a high resistivity area to the E of the 
sector.  It is part of a possible parallel- sided feature seen on the larger area of the 
survey.  Finds were more numerous near the surface and in the part closest to 
A1/A1/A.  They include pottery and clay pipe stems and bowls.  A pipe stem with the 
name of “Southorn”, a Broseley maker with a possible date of 1850-1910 was found 
at 75.5E, 136N, RL 105.13 metres OD.  Tree roots were a minor problem in 100 and 
upper 101 levels.  Small voids found below them were probably rodent runs.  A small 
piece of worked masonry was found in the indicated area of high resistivity.  Several 
other clay pipe bowls were found (see Special Finds in the Appendix) and were dated 
by bowl type, bore diameter of the stem and were assessed by Rex Key (a modern 
Broseley pipe maker).  Other finds included a small metal brooch probably of modern 
design.  The  small rubble mound found at 75E, 136N had no obvious significance 
and was contained within context 101.  A compacted area (context 108) was noted at 
the E corner and soil colour changes were seen towards the west corner. These 
appeared to have a straight edge to the side but we were unable to define its limit.  
The area was cleaned, photographed and planned (Figures 19 and 20).
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Figure 19 Photograph of A1/A1/D 

Figure 20 Plan of A1/A1/D

The annotated plan is in the Appendix
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It was becoming clear that due to the rubble spread and the mirroring of clay deposits 
the next step was to remove the baulk to see if there was any evidence of a structure. 
Sections were drawn of the north east and south east facing walls (Figure 21 and 22) 
and they were then removed to give an open area, Area1 (Figures 24 and 25).

Figure 21 North East facing section

Figure 22 South East facing section

The annotated sections are in the Appendix
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Figure 23 Photograph of Area1, looking south east to sectors D and A

Figure 24 Photograph of Area1, looking north west to sectors B and C
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A compacted area 108 was present at the 101/105 interface below the cross wall 
separating A1/A1/B from A1/A1/C (Figure 26).

The same compacted orange area 108 was found at the interface of 101/105 in the C 
to D cross wall. Levels were taken to compare the same context at various points 
across the site.  The whole area was then taken down to 105, cleaned and planned.

Figure 25 Plan of Area1
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An interesting area to the west corner of sector B shows a gap between the rubble 
spread 106 and 113 a plaster/brick area (Figure 26).

Figure 26 A1/A1/B Gap between rubble and plaster/brick area

The rubble spread extended about 1.5 metres across the area and was cut by a 
cream/orange coarse area 112 which contains mortar and brick fragments with 
charcoal flecks.  This was bounded on the other side by a plaster area 113 containing 
bricks which appeared to turn at its southern end.  

A grid of 1 metre squares was laid to facilitate planning and was used later to repeat a 
geophysical survey on the area but nothing of significance was found.  Similarly, 
geophysics of the lawn just north of the drive showed nothing of interest.  
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Discussion

Trench 1

The 4’ 6” square brick outline found in Trench 1 would support the local view that a 
cold frame was built over a capped well.    The absence of finds within the brick 
enclosure suggests that composted material may have been used as a fill.  We know a 
well does exist in this area as it was used within living memory but  although we 
found a concrete plinth there was no evidence for a well in our limited excavation.

Area1

The spread of pottery near the surface of the whole area was puzzling at first as we 
were led to believe that the land had not been disturbed.  However, subsequent 
information revealed that the land had been ploughed to a depth of at least 35 cm in 
the 1940’s and 1950’s.  Possibly the pottery was used for drainage purposes.  The 
range from medieval green-glaze through black glazed ware, mottled brown ware to 
modern day china can be seen in the finds data in the Appendix.  A modern-day silver 
foil cake case, a pigeon skeleton with a green plastic leg ring and a silver King George 
V three pence dated 1912 adds to the theory of disturbance taking place in recent 
times.

The linear feature in A1/A1/A was initially thought to be a robbed out wall but there 
was no evidence of a return wall to support the theory.  A pathway across the area to 
facilitate movement of milk churns to a concrete plinth opposite the church gate was 
another possibility although the width of the feature seemed rather inadequate for this 
purpose.  The special finds listing in the Appendix details a variety of clay pipe bowls 
and stems across a date range of 1590 to 1850 with the majority between 1620 to 
1640.  These would probably be contemporary with the Vicars’ Mansion built in 
1579.

Plan 2 shows the rubble spread is more in evidence to the west of the area and runs 
out towards the north. With the east side being fairly empty.  The cream/orange area 
112 may be a drainage channel.  The rubble spread is difficult to interpret at this stage 
although the plaster/brick (context 113) would suggest a brick building whilst the 
rubble together with the clay pipe dating evidence may suggest a stone building.  
Possibly a stone structure stood on the site or a stone foundation with walls of brick 
infill between wooden beams (as seen elsewhere in the village) or alternatively it was 
superseded by a brick structure.  The real archaeology is only coming to light as we 
reach context 105.

Conclusions
The site is in its infancy and we have literally only scratched the surface.  Having 
removed the much disturbed upper layer, the real archaeology is now in reach.  There 
is obviously evidence of habitation although over what period of time remains to be 
seen.  We look forward to our second season on site in 2004 when we hope to answer 
the questions concerning Area1/Area1 and to extend our excavation to the feature 
near the fir-tree, Area1 and the linear feature at the SW of the upper garden area.
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Appendix
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GNO 03 A1/A1/A   PLAN 1A

ORIGINAL SCALE: 1:20

PLANNED BY: C WESTWOOD

DRAWN BY: E HUGHES

KEY

� � � FEATURE CONTINUES
BUT NOT EXPOSED

MORTAR

BRICK

PLASTER

X PIGEON BONES

Ÿ REDUCED LEVEL
  99.99

REDUCED LEVELS (mOD)

1  105.08 9  105.32

2  105.22 10 105.00

3  105.42 11 105.14

4  105.02 12 105.40

5  104.95 13 105.02

6  105.18 14 104.62

7  105.02 15 105.51

8  104.97

CONTEXTS
104 compacted sandy conglomerate

105 orange sandy deposit

106 rubble spread

107 degenerated sandstone

109 reddish brown, no clay
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GNO 03 A1/A1/B   PLAN 1B

ORIGINAL SCALE: 1:20

PLANNED BY: C WESTWOOD

DRAWN BY: E HUGHES

KEY

� � � FEATURE CONTINUES
BUT NOT EXPOSED

MORTAR

BRICK

PLASTER

 SLOPE OF MASONRY

Ÿ REDUCED LEVEL
  99.99

REDUCED LEVELS (mOD)

CONTEXTS
101 loose brown sandy loam

105 orange sandy deposit

106 rubble spread

108 compacted mid-brown sandy clay
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GNO 03 A1/A1/C   PLAN 1C

ORIGINAL SCALE: 1:20

PLANNED BY: C WESTWOOD

DRAWN BY: E HUGHES

KEY

� � � FEATURE CONTINUES
BUT NOT EXPOSED

BRICK

Ÿ REDUCED LEVEL
 99.99

REDUCED LEVELS (mOD)

1  104.92

2  104.96

3  104.90

CONTEXTS
105 orange sandy deposit

106 rubble spread

108 compacted mid-brown sandy clay
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GNO 03 A1/A1/D   PLAN 1D

ORIGINAL SCALE: 1:20

PLANNED BY: S FOSTER
M HOLLAND

DRAWN BY: E HUGHES

KEY

� � � FEATURE CONTINUES
BUT NOT EXPOSED

Ÿ REDUCED LEVEL
 99.99

REDUCED LEVELS (mOD)

CONTEXTS

105 orange sandy deposit
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GNO 03 A1/A1/ RUBBLE LAYER  PLAN 2
ORIGINAL SCALE: 1:20
PLANNED BY: E HUGHES

DRAWN BY: E HUGHES

 KEY
� � � FEATURE CONTINUES

BUT NOT EXPOSED

MORTAR

CHARCOAL

TILE

BRICK

PLASTER

  DIRECTION OF SLOPE

CLAY

DEGRADED SANDSTONE

Ÿ REDUCED LEVEL
  99.99

REDUCED LEVELS (mOD)

1  105.49 9  104.73 17 104.94

2  105.08 10 104.87 18 104.79

3  104.98 11 104.81 19 104.83

4  104.91 12 104.73 20 104.88

5  104.73 13 104.74 21 104.89

6  104.82 14 104.82 22 105.28

7  105.21 15 105.06 23 104.83

8  104.75 16 104.77

CONTEXTS
105 orange sandy deposit

106 rubble spread

107 degenerated sandstone

108 compacted mid-brown sandy clay, possibly clay floor

112 cream/orange mortar with frequent plaster

113 brick and plaster spread

114 dark brown sand with charcoal flakes
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GNO 03  A1/A1/SOUTH EAST FACING CROSS WALL, SECTORS A AND D SECTION 1

ORIGINAL SCALE: 1:10

PLANNED BY: S FOSTER
M HOLLAND

DRAWN BY: E HUGHES

KEY
� � � FEATURE CONTINUES BUT NOT EXPOSED

BRICK

+ DATUM POINT  105.18m OD

Ÿ REDUCED LEVEL
99.99

REDUCED LEVELS (mOD)

1 105.40

2 102.22

3 104.96

4 105.30

5 105.13

6 104.93

7 105.30

8 105.22

9 104.94

10 105.33

11 105.22

12 105.06

CONTEXT
100  Topsoil

101  Sandy loam with pebbles > 3cm, frequent

105  Brown sandy with pebbles < 8mm
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GNO 03 A1/A1/NORTH EAST FACING CROSS WALL, SECTORS C AND D SECTION 2

ORIGINAL SCALE: 1:10

PLANNED BY: C WESTWOOD
S FOSTER
M HOLLAND

DRAWN BY: E HUGHES

KEY

� � � FEATURE CONTINUES
BUT NOT 
EXPOSED

TILE

BRICK

+ DATUM POINT 104.99m  OD

Ÿ REDUCED LEVEL
99.99

REDUCED LEVELS (mOD)

1. 105.4

2. 105.26

3. 104.99

4. 105.30

5. 105.23

6. 104.99

7. 105.26

8. 105.13

9. 104.99

10. 105.19

11. 105.01

12. 104.91

13. 104.83

CONTEXT

100 Topsoil

101 Sandy loam with pebbles > 3cm, frequent

105  Brown sandy with pebbles < 8mm
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Finds records

Area1/Trench 1 100 101

blackglazed ware fine

blackglazed ware coarse 5 8

brown mottled ware

yellow glazed ware 5 8

brownware 5 8

blue and white 9 4

earthenware 4 2

slipware 5

purpleware 2

manganese ware

stoneware 6

creamware 1

saltglaze 1

greenglaze(medieval)

white glaze

modern 2

china

green and white

earthenware non glazed

earthenware slip only

bone 1

window glass modern 4 1

glass clear opal 1 1

glass green 3xbottle, 2 others

glass blue

pipe stem/bowl 6 8

tile roof 2

tile floor

brick

mortar Brown 14

plaster

metal iron band 7x3x0.3cm 1

metal other

slate 3

coal 1

shell

slag 1

charcoal
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Finds records

Area1/Area1/A 100 101 102 104 105 106 107 108 109

blackglazed ware fine 4 1

blackglazed ware coarse 4 54 5 3 4

brown mottled ware 1 22 1 2

yellow glazed ware 14

brownware 3 5

blue and white 5 16 1

earthenware 8 5

slipware 3 41 3 2 4

purpleware 2 6 2

manganese ware 2

stoneware 4 Brown 1

creamware 18 41 3

saltglaze 1 8

greenglaze(medieval) 2 2 1

white glaze 2

modern 1 1

china 17 1

green and white 1

earthenware non glazed 19 1

earthenware slip only 5 1

bone 2 jaw,1 other 4 bird, 1 other

window glass 3 1

glass clear 1

glass green 1 neck, 2 1

glass blue 4

pipe stem/bowl 10 stem 2 stem 1

tile roof 1 7 2

tile floor 10 4 6

brick 1

mortar 1 with hair 2

plaster 7

metal iron nails 3 4 nails 18 nails 2

metal other

slate 1 1

coal 5
shell

slag

charcoal 1
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Finds records

Area1/Area1/B 100 101 102 104 105
blackglazed ware fine 16 4

blackglazed ware coarse 2 24 2 2

brown mottled ware 3

yellow glazed ware 1 3

brownware 5 2

blue and white 8

earthenware 1

slipware 3 20 5 2

purpleware 2 1

manganese ware

stoneware 4 1 1

creamware 3 1

saltglaze 5

greenglaze(medieval) 1

white glaze 3 7 4

modern 2

china 7 1

green and white 1

earthenware non glazed 6

earthenware slip only

lustreware 2

pearlware 1

bone 15

window glass 2 14 1

glass clear 9 7 1

glass green rim1   9

glass blue 1 1

glass brown 1

pipe stem/bowl 1 stem    15   stem  1 stem      2

tile roof

tile floor 4 26 6

brick 1 airbrickx1

mortar 8 5

plaster 4 4

metal iron nails 5 8 3
metal other pins 2

slate

coal

shell oyster  1

slag 1 2

charcoal 4

 button mother of pearl 1

conglomerate 1
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Finds records

Area1/Area1/C 100 101 102 104 105
blackglazed ware fine 1 jackfield 3 4

blackglazed ware coarse 5 3 20

brown mottled ware

yellow glazed ware 1 1

brownware 2

blue and white 1 5

earthenware 2    white11

slipware 1 5 5

purpleware 1 3 2

manganese ware

stoneware 3

creamware 7 2

saltglaze 4

greenglaze(medieval) 1

white glaze 4

modern   sld bwl 1

china

green and white

earthenware non glazed

earthenware slip only

lustreware

pearlware

bone 1 1 1

window glass 4

glass clear 5 14

glass green 3  bottle 1 bottle 2

glass blue 1

glass brown

pipe stem/bowl stem 2 10

tile roof 1

tile floor 8 6red12blue coarse1 6

brick 7 7 5

mortar 6 1

plaster 4

metal iron nail 1, 2 nail 5
metal other rivets? 2 1

slate

coal 4 12

shell

slag clinker 1 10 2

charcoal 5

 button mother of pearl

conglomerate 1

silver cig paper 1
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Finds records

Area1/Area1/D 100 101 102 104 105
blackglazed ware fine 3 17

blackglazed ware coarse 4 16 31

brown mottled ware 1 5

yellow glazed ware 8

brownware 5 2

blue and white 9 2

earthenware 1 5

slipware 1 30 20

purpleware 1 6

manganese ware

stoneware         3 1

creamware 6 3

saltglaze 3 3

greenglaze(medieval) 3

white glaze 13

modern 1 6

china

green and white

earthenware non glazed

earthenware slip only

lustreware

pearlware eggcup

bone 5 3

window glass 3clear, 1 misty 46 4

glass clear 4 15 2

glass green 3

glass blue 1 21

glass brown

pipe stem/bowl 7 11 17

tile roof

tile floor 4 8 5

brick 1

mortar

plaster 3

metal iron 4

metal other
slate 1 1

coal 3

shell

slag

charcoal

 button mother of pearl

conglomerate

silver milk bottle top 1

salad sieve bowl 6
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Finds records

A1/A1/Crosswalls 100 101 102 104 105
blackglazed ware fine 18

blackglazed ware coarse

brown mottled ware

yellow glazed ware

brownware 7

blue and white 4

earthenware

slipware 11

purpleware

manganese ware

stoneware

creamware 2

saltglaze

greenglaze(medieval)

white glaze

modern

china

green and white

earthenware non glazed

earthenware slip only

lustreware

pearlware

bone 1

window glass 2 clear, 2 misty

glass clear

glass green 1

glass blue

glass brown

pipe stem/bowl 6

tile roof 1

tile floor 3

brick 1

mortar

plaster 2

metal iron

metal other
slate

coal

shell

slag

charcoal

conglomerate

silver cig paper

silver milk bottle top

salad sieve bowl

tooth 1  Sheep
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Pipe Special Finds

1550
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Rex Key

Bore

Bowl

Pipe Special Finds Dated by Rex Key and Stem bore and Bowl Analysis

Pipe finds were dated by 3 methods:
1. Rex Key, a pipe specialist from Broseley
2. Bore diameter
3. Makers mark on the bowl or shape
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Special Finds 
SF No Area Trench Layer East North Elevation Composition Description Remarks

1  A1A1 D 101 75.5 136 105.13 Clay Artefacts Clay pipe stem with maker's Name  on pipe - Southorn, Broseley.
name  Rex Key: 19th century > 1850

2 A1A1 B 102 72.25 135.2 105.12 Metal George V Threepence 1912

3 A1/A1 D 101 75 136 105.02 Clay Artefacts Clay pipe bowl Base has maker's mark, 2 parallel lines 

such as II. 
Rex Key: II = JJ, 1640

4 A1/A1 D 101 75.5 136.5 105.03 Clay Artefacts Clay pipe bowl Maker's mark possibly WE. 
Rex Key: WE unidentifiable, 1640-1650

5 A1/A1 D 101 75.7 135.5 15.085 Metal Brooch Flat metal base, engraved

6 A1/A1 B 102/105 70.8 135.7 105.03 Metal Metal ring

7 A1/A1 A 101 75.5 135 105.22 Clay Artefacts Clay pipe bowl Maker's mark TC in a heart. 
Rex Key: Thomas Clark 1620

8 A1/A1 D 101/105 75.5 135 104.985 Clay Artefacts Incomplete clay pipe bowl Maker's mark II. 
Rex Key: II = JJ, 1640

9 A1/A1 D 105 76.2 135 104.99 Clay Artefacts Pipe bowl with maker's mark Maker's mark EC on base. 
Rex Key: ES, burnished bowl 1620

10 AQ1/A1 D 101/105 74.7 136.6 104.95 Clay Artefacts Clay pipe bowl with maker's Maker'smark WC on base.

mark  Rex Key: WE 1630
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SF No Area Trench Layer East North Elevation Composition Description Remarks
11 A1/A1 C 105 72.7 138 104.79 Tile, floor Floor tile with slip decoration

12 A1/A1 C 105 74.2 137.6 104.86 Clay Artefacts Clay pipe bowl and stem with Maker's mark S. 
maker's mark Rex Key: John Jones 1705-1710

13 A1/A1 A 109 105.02 Glass-Vessel Small brown glass bottle, 
moulded, 19 on base

14 A1/A1 D 105 75.5 137 104.86 Clay Artefacts Pipe bowl heel with 3 rows of Distinctive rectangular stamp on a large 
letters heel.

Rex Key: Thomas Hughes 1685

15 A1/A1 C 105 73.5 137 104.86 Glass-Vessel Cr anberry coloured piece of 
curved glass

16 A1/A1 A 107/105 75 134 105.04 Metal Silver coloured screw top with 

hole through the centre ? Salt 
sellar

17 A1/A1 C 105 73.5 137.5 104.77 Clay Artefacts Pipe bowl with maker's mark Maker's mark WE on base.
Rex Key: WE unidentifiable, probably 
1590-1610

18 A1/A1 A 101/105 Clay Artefacts Pipe bowl

19 A1/A1 B 101/105 69.7 137.4 104.705 Metal Bronze ring brass ring circular section 28mm diameter

20 A1/A1 B 112 73.9 138.9 104.8 Plaster moulded plaster ?rectangular 
pattern
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